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Behold, the home you've been dreaming of - a luxurious and custom-built haven that defies all expectations! Step into the

world of opulence and adventure at 35 Gormon Avenue, where a magnificent 5 bedroom retreat sprawls majestically

over an expansive 721sqm block, nestled against the untamed beauty of pristine bushland.Custom-Built Extravaganza:

Prepare to be mesmerized as you enter this architectural marvel. Crafted with unmatched precision and passion, every

inch of this home radiates pure luxury and sophistication. It's not just a home; it's a masterpiece!Space for Days: Five

bedrooms, each a kingdom of its own, beckon you to bask in the lap of comfort. Whether it's for your growing family,

hosting glamorous guests, or creating your private sanctuaries, this abode caters to your every whim.Embrace the

Untamed: Feel the magic of bush-fronting living - an enchanted realm where nature whispers its secrets to you. Wake up

to the symphony of birdsong, unwind amidst lush greenery, and let the worries of the world drift away in the serenity of

your very own private retreat.Entertainer's Paradise: Unlock the doors to the ultimate entertainment extravaganza!

Unleash your culinary prowess in the gourmet kitchen, dazzle your guests in the sprawling living and dining areas, and let

the party flow effortlessly onto the vast outdoor oasis - the stage is set for unforgettable celebrations!Prime Location

with a Dash of Convenience: This haven isn't just paradise; it's also perfectly positioned! Bask in the glory of nearby

schools, parks, and shopping delights. With express City buses just a stone's throw away, city adventures are always

within reach.Get ready to indulge in the fantastical fusion of luxury, nature, and excitement at 35 Gormon Avenue. This

extraordinary home is a portal to your wildest dreams - where the ordinary transforms into the extraordinary and the

mundane is left far behind.Don't let this fairy-tale opportunity slip through your fingers! Reach out now to embark on a

journey of discovery and secure your kingdom in this breathtaking bush-fronting retreat.Dare to step into a world of

wonder and enchantment? This 5-bedroom stunner awaits your grand entrance - seize the day and make it yours!


